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Manufacturers of Competition Equipment of the highest standard!

Caring for your
Tuatahi Kingi Work Axe

Firstly congratulations on purchasing a top quality
Tuatahi Kingi Work axe.
A Tuatahi Kingi Work axe used properly, stored correctly, and
maintained carefully will give you years of service.
Remember as the old craftsman’s adage goes
"Take care of your tools, and your tools will take care of you."

Congratulations again and Happy chopping.

Using the axe
Firstly, an axe of the wrong weight or size
is dangerous; therefore the axe should be
an appropriate type and size for the job
and for the user's body size and skill
level.
Driving the axe into the ground will dull
it and chip the bit (sharpened edge) - Use
a chopping block.
Avoid glancing blows, overstrikes, and
understrikes as these may cause damage
to the axe (and the user!).
Never hammer one axe against another,
and never use your axe with or against
anything harder than wood.
Eddie Fawcett –

Company Director

Storage of the axe
Do not leave the axe lying on the ground; keep the axe in a dry place,
preferably in a shed out of direct sunlight where air can circulate freely.
It is recommended that you also do not leave the axe under direct
fluorescent lighting as this can in some cases cause the hickory handle
to warp.

Axe Maintenance
An axe is a special piece of equipment and like all equipment requires a
little bit of maintenance to keep it in a good and safe working order.

What you can use to prevent your axe from rusting
Gun oil is a cleaner, lubricant, and rust-inhibitor all in one
that remains effective in a wide range of temperatures.
Light machine oils such as 3-in-One (regular) or WD-40
also penetrate, clean and inhibit rust.
Wax such as Johnson's or even car wax will work. Waxes
are popular in damp climates, as is grease. You can also
use a mix of linseed oil and bees wax.

Removing dirt, sap and loose rust
Do not use soap and water to clean your axe as it will remove a lot of
the oils and wax that you have been applying.
Dry the head carefully with a soft cloth or paper towel,
clean away the dirt and sap.
To remove sap build-up use a product such as Autosol
metal polish.
We have found this to be one of the best products for this job.
If necessary, remove any stubborn surface rust with a fine grade of
sandpaper or steel wool (cutting oil or paste may be used with steel wool
to help cut through the rust).

Application of the rust preventative
Fine steel wool is particularly effective with pastes and grease, and will
further remove existing rust. Wipe off if desired and apply a second coat.
A rag or cloth works well for oils. One coat is usually sufficient.
WD-40 can be sprayed evenly over the entire head; rub in with a cloth,
wipe off, re-spray.

Sharpening your axe
A dull or ill-prepared axe can glance from the wood and cause a broken
handle — or worse, an injury. A properly sharpened axe will dig in and
cut deep. Because of this, safety must always be on one's mind.

Keep an eye on the edge of the axe, if it looks like it is scoring the wood
when you are chopping then it is time to give the edge a hone up to keep
the axe sharp and cutting effortlessly.
This is a simple task and can be performed whenever required.

Never use an electric high-speed dry bench grinder to sharpen your axe.

Safety
Sharpening an axe is awkward, difficult and dangerous. You are forced to
grip the axe in strange ways, apply pressure with a file to a curved
surface that can cause the file to skate and slip etc.
Wear Gloves! Tough, cut proof gloves at that. Your tools will slip and you
will cut yourself. Axes are designed to chop through hard wood. Your
flesh will provide no resistance and your bones not much.

This is only a basic guide.
Inspect the axe blade for any chips or nicks, if your blade has only small
nicks or irregularities, you can usually file them away with a 10 inch Mill
Bastard File, after doing this you must then hone the edge. The honing
process finishes and polishes the edge.
If you have a large nick or chip you will need to use a Tuatahi Axe Filing
Jig to remove it.
Follow the Axe Filing Jig instructions to carry out this process.

Tuatahi Axe Filing Jig

The cutting edge of the Kingi Work axe is honed to 30 degrees at the
factory and over time this may become dull. To restore this edge you
may need to use a diamond and finishing type hone.

Diamond Hone

Tuatahi 8 – 10k Hone with rub stone

You really only need to use the Diamond Hone if you have removed a
large nick or reshaped the cutting edge.
Many honing stones come with a coarse and a fine side.
There are many different brands and grits of stones available and each
person will find the best combination of stone and grits that work well
together for them, it is a personal choice. Tuatahi do have an 8 – 10k
Honing Stone available.

Follow these steps to restore a nice cutting edge.
NOTE: When sharpening an axe, you always move the sharpener over
the axe. This means the axe should not move and it’s mostly your hands
that are at risk.
To renew the cutting edge, carefully rub a medium grit stone at a 30
degree angle to the cutting edge gently backwards and forwards from
heel end to toe end, toe to heel end on one side and then do the same on
the other side. Hone both sides evenly for a better result.
Repeat this until you see a fine feathered edge (a wispy border of steel
attached to the length of the cutting edge, like a tiny fence) appearing
along the length of the blade.
Then using our 8-10k finishing stone, rub this over the cutting edge in
the same manner as above 2-3 times to polish the edge. The cutting
edge should now be restored.
The best indication to tell if you have the axe honed right is by the way
the axe cuts, if the axe starts to cut smooth again you have done a good
job, if it doesn’t cut smooth then gently hone the axe a little bit more
until you find it does again cut smooth and cleanly.
Remember, honing an axe is like most things in life, you need to practice
it and be patient before you find you can become very good and
experienced at it.

Protecting the blade
Tuatahi have available hand crafted leather axe covers which we
designed and crafted with local leather artisan Trevor Lamb
(www.leatherandart.co.nz).
Hand crafted from 3mm (8-9oz) leather of the highest quality each cover
is individually hand dyed, sealed to lock out moisture, then hand braided
along the edge with a felt insert to protect the blade.
Branded with our Tuatahi logo they are designed to fit all our axe sizes.
These are a fantastic gift.

We also have standard covers hand made from high quality leather (also
by Trevor Lamb) with a felt insert to protect the blade. Webbing and
velcro make for easy fastening and they are individually hand stitched.
Ideal if you need to take the cover on and off quickly.

